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“… is not a year I shall look back on with undiluted pleasure…
it has turned out to be an Annus Horribilis.”
~ Queen Elizabeth II, 1992

2017 was not fun! Our portfolios declined slightly from the prior year’s strong
performance. Posting a negative performance, even a small quotational one, is
never pleasant. This is especially true when major indices post positive returns.
The perfect storm happened to make 2017 an “Annus Horribilis”:
• Our energy holdings dropped from their 2016 year end closing prices;
• The Canadian dollar appreciated relative to the U.S. dollar; hurting the
value of our U.S. investments;
• Our non-energy holdings positive returns were not enough to offset the
decline in our energy share values;
• Our large Government of Canada T-Bill balances earned very little;
• Automated trading strategies based on both price and fundamental
momentum, indiscriminately drove out of favour value stocks
substantially below previous discounts to intrinsic value;
• Global equity markets continued their rise into ever higher and riskier
levels of valuation;
Despite the results we remain confident. Our confidence is based on three
fundamental factors. First, we believe that the companies in our portfolios
were purchased at substantial discounts to their intrinsic value. Over time,
the market values assets at their true worth and as a result, despite price
fluctuations, our holdings should realize a positive return. Secondly, the
underlying fundamentals of all our investee businesses are improving and,
generally, exceeding expectations. Share prices eventually follow fundamentals
and value. Finally, our significant cash balances provide a store of value and a
safe harbour as we wait for opportunities to materialize.

When we founded PCM in March of 2000 we promised that we would not stray
from our investment philosophy based on long term absolute value. We stated
that we would only buy securities that met our criteria for quality and safety
and offered a potential compound annual return of twenty per cent over a long
period of time. And that is exactly what we have done.
While there are no guarantees, it is our very strong belief that our current
portfolio of stock selections has the potential to experience similar returns in
the future.1
PCM Investments Bought and Sold Since Inception
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Based on Representative Account Since Inception
Before all Fees
Past Returns Not Indicative of Future Returns
Average Annualized Return Excludes Returns Above 100%

The chart below shows our performance since inception. As you can see,
PCM has outperformed the major North American indices since inception;
notwithstanding being holding very large cash balances over this time frame.

One hundred dollars invested with us as of March 31, 2000 would be worth
$351.39 2 vs. $266.32 for the TSX and $217.59 for the S & P in Canadian
dollars. In addition, the returns have been far less volatile than the general
equity markets.
For those of you who have become PCM clients more recently, your returns
have not had a similar experience yet. You can rest assured that almost all of
our long term clients started out with similar results. However, we believe and
the evidence presented above suggests that over a “full cycle” all of our clients
will obtain very satisfactory returns with less risk.
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Past Returns Not Indicative of Future Returns

Volatility is back!!
After several years of smooth and steady increases, equity markets
provided a very small dose of realism over the past several weeks. Markets
dropped on several days as investors became concerned about rising
interest rates. While the headlines were quite dramatic, the declines were
small in percentage terms and the markets quickly made up most of their
losses. Given the extreme levels of overvaluation, these drops are not
nearly enough to put companies that meet our standards for value and
quality into our buy range.
The recent market volatility highlights the risk posed by the rush into
passive investments and automated trading strategies. These strategies
are very similar to the elements that resulted in 1987’s market crash. Back
then, institutional investors believed that they each had a proprietary
computerized system that would automatically get them out of the market
once it started to go down. What they didn’t realize was that everybody
else had a similar program. When the market turned negative, all of the
programs were activated at the same time. It was like a herd of elephants
trying to get through a very small door. The result was Black Monday; a
one day drop in equity prices of 25%.
Today’s passive investment and automated strategies have the potential to
cause such an event again. The difference this time is that the dollars are
substantially larger and the computers faster and more powerful. Should
an exogenous event such as a political or geopolitical crisis materialize,
these strategies and/or programs could be the “accelerant on the fire”.
We would welcome this scenario! It would allow us to deploy our capital
into very attractive investment opportunities and set us up for substantial
long term rates of return.
Today, value investing is extremely out of favour. As the chart below
indicates, value investing has underperformed growth investing over the

past ten years. Investors have shown a strong preference for companies
that are increasing sales at a rapid pace irrespective of profitability and
valuation. Slower growing companies trading below their intrinsic value
have largely been ignored. The global decline in interest rates, combined
with the aforementioned wave of essentially momentum based passive
investments and computerized trading have been the largest contributors
to this underperformance.

Consequently, many value managers’ businesses have suffered as clients
have migrated to better performing products. In response, many of these
managers have altered their investment strategies. Others have deviated
from their style while using “intellectual gymnastics” to justify the
purchase of companies such as Netflix and Amazon. Benjamin Graham,
the father of value investing, would be shocked at the redefinition of his
cherished principles.
Another tactic used by some value managers to gather assets, has been
to offer a portfolio of high quality companies that have a dividend yield
that is higher than current interest rates. The relative value of equities
over bonds is touted without mentioning the fact that these companies
are trading substantially above long term multiples. The attractive
characteristics of the businesses are also highlighted as a reason for a
safe investment. After all, how risky is it to invest in household names
such as Coca-Cola, Pepsi, and Colgate to name a few. It’s a feel good story
that is easy to sell; especially to those in need of income.

Be very careful!! These portfolios are subject to substantial capital
loss should these companies trade back to their historical multiples.
It will take several years of earnings and dividend growth to offset the
loss of capital.
Let me illustrate. Today, these portfolios typically have a weighted
price/earnings ratio in the range of 25x and a dividend yield of
approximately three per cent. If and when, the portfolio’s investee
companies fall back to their historical average P/E of 15x, the result is
a capital loss of 40%. Assuming five per cent growth in both earnings
and dividends it will take approximately nine years just to break even!
At PCM we have promised that we would always act as fiduciaries
first and foremost. Part and parcel of that promise is that we will
never compromise our investment philosophy; no matter the business
pressures. Virtually every successful long term investor that we have
studied has followed a disciplined value based approach. Our results
since inception indicate that our philosophy does indeed work over
the long term.
To borrow Warren Buffet’s recent quote from Rudyard Kipling’s poem If:
“If you can keep your head when all about you are losing theirs . . .
If you can wait and not be tired by waiting . . .
If you can think – and not make thoughts your aim . . .
If you can trust yourself when all men doubt you . . .
Yours is the Earth and everything that’s in it.”
Vito Maida
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